Backflow preventer parts diagram

Its sole job is to prevent drinking water from being contaminated due to backflow. Is it
something you need to be worried about as a Sarasota homeowner? Have more backflow
questions and need a Sarasota plumber? Just contact us. When water enters your home from
the main water supply line, it should only ever flow in one direction: into your home. But
sometimes, due to pressure changes in the pipes, that water can actually flow backwards and
seep back into the main water supply line. Because pressure is lost during these events, water
is no longer being pushed forward into your home and will flow backwards into the city water
lines. Backflow prevention systems are devices installed onto a pipe that only allow water to
flow in one direction. For a better idea of how backflow preventers work, take a look at this
diagram. First off, any Sarasota County resident who has an irrigation system or a well is
required to install a backflow preventer at the water meter because both systems are at risk of
contamination due to backflow. Live elsewhere? Or are you a Sarasota resident without an
irrigation system or well? Well, we still recommend you have a backflow preventer installed
anywhere incoming water and wastewater might be cross-connected. November 16, Get
monthly specials and home comfort tips Fill out my online form. Book Online. We're glad you've
made it to your Backflow Parts Connection, where our distributors specialize in quality backflow
devices and backflow repair parts of all types. Whether you're dealing with a residential
backflow prevention device, a commercial irrigation backflow protector, or irrigation and
sprinkler system check valves, we likely have exactly what you need and at prices we know
you'll appreciate. You'll find an extensive selection of double check assembly valves DCA ,
pressure vacuum breakers PVB , backflow preventer valves and reduced pressure principle
assemblies RPZ. Simply click on the link for your brand of equipment at the top of the page,
click on your backflow size and then your model number. We have online purchasing with
same-day shipping. Our knowledgeable staff is licensed and certified in both backflow repair
parts and backflow testing. We will be glad to answer any questions you may have about
backflow valve repair and backflow parts. Call toll-free to speak to one of our licensed and
certified Backflow Technicians for expert help with all your questions regarding backflow
devices and backflow repair parts. Search site: Submit search. Backflow Parts Connection. This
is a reduced pressure assembly. Production began in In the LF model was introduced which
utilizes a lead free bronze body design. The check modules and relief stem assembly can be
removed from the top through a single cover. The checks are a modular in-line design and are
held in the body by a retainer. All seats are replaceable. Check springs are contained when the
modules are removed from the body. Spring tension had to be released to perform a proper
repair. There is spring tension exerted on the cover from the relief valve spring. There have
been several modifications over the years but all versions utilize a similar construction. Be sure
which version and size you have because repair parts are different. The was the original model
that was produced from In the M1 model there was a change in the check seat dimensions. The
M2 design began in The major difference in the M2 design was the downsizing of the body and
the internal repair parts. Relief valve sensing line is internal on all models. Internal check
hardware is mostly plastic. This unit incorporates a union end into the body. The UA utilizes the
same union with a 90 degree elbow for an up and down piping orientation. The internal check
and RV hardware are mostly bronze. Please feel free to contact us direct at for pricing on items
not listed or backflow prevention devices. Skip to main content Skip to footer. Login Fax.
Backflow Reference Manual - Watts. There are multiple types of backflow preventers. These are
all installed in the water system immediately after the isolation valve. There is a fourth backflow
preventer which is also fairly common. The atmospheric vacuum breaker AVB is installed on
each zone of the sprinkler system. After that it immediately follows the zone control valve. Each
type of backflow device is designed to provide a different level of protection for varying
commercial or residential applications. For example, hospitals and morgues, which handle large
quantities of hazardous wastes on a daily basis, require much heavier-duty backflow preventers
than a residential irrigation system. Several factors must be taken into consideration when
selecting a backflow device. These include local building codes regulating backflow preventers,
the size of the landscape to be irrigated, and where the backflow preventer is going to be
installed. It will help you to select the one that best meets your requirements. Pressure vacuum
breaker assemblies PVB are the most common, inexpensive type of whole-system backflow
preventer. It consists of an inlet shutoff valve at the bottom, a single valve body consisting of a
pressure vacuum breaker, check valve, and two test cocks, and an outlet shutoff valve. As well
as being inexpensive, PVBs are relatively simple in design and are easy to install, maintain and
repair. Some pressure vacuum breakers also offer built-in freeze protection; however, this only
protects the PVB assembly. One of the downsides of PVBs is that they will occasionally eject
some water. An air gap drain is also required if the valve is installed in a basement or other
interior space. Double check valves DCV, also called double check assemblies or DCA are a

good choice for underground or indoor installations. A DCA consists of an inlet shutoff valve,
two independently operating spring-loaded check valves usually inside a single valve body ,
four test cocks, and an outlet shutoff valve. If local building codes allow for it, you must install
Double check assemblies vertically. The DCA is the most common type of approved backflow
prevention device for use in underground or in-line installations. In-line or below-grade simply
means that the backflow device is parallel with the piping of the sprinkler system; unlike the
PVB, the DCA does not have to be installed 12 inches above the highest point in the system.
Some areas do require above-ground installation, so check with local authorities before
installing below ground. It is possible to build a double check valve assembly from new
components, but this is not the best option as there is a high risk of built assemblies not
meeting local code. A better option, for convenience, cost-effectiveness, and coding
restrictions, is to purchase a pre-assembled double check valve assembly. Installed either
above ground or inline underground Do not use with chemigation May be installed horizontally
or vertically, but horizontally is preferred May be installed where the potential for
back-siphonage or backpressure is present. Reduced pressure zone assemblies RPZ , also
sometimes called a reduced pressure principle assembly, is the most complex and expensive
backflow preventer. However, when working properly, RPZs are the most secure and reliable of
all backflow prevention devices. A reduced pressure zone assembly consists of an inlet shutoff
valve, two independently operating spring-loaded check valves separated by a pressure
differential relief valve, four test cocks, and an outlet shutoff valve. Some localities, such as
Honolulu, do not allow reduced pressure zone assemblies to be installed below grade in
underground lawn sprinkler systems, while others require copper pipe on both ends of the
assembly. Local codes may be especially variable and stringent on reduced pressure zone
assembly, so have a thorough understanding of local requirements before proceeding. Reduced
pressure zone assemblies come in a variety of configurations. Atmospheric vacuum breakers
AVB are the simplest and least expensive backflow preventer for one or two-zone irrigation
systems. An AVB must be installed on the pipe directly after every control valve, so for systems
with more than about six control valves, AVBs are not cost-effective. AVBs are also the least
reliable and least often recommended. Most large cities and suburbs do not allow the use of
atmospheric vacuum breakers in lawn sprinkler systems. Do not use AVBs in areas of constant
pressure. This includes where shutoff valves would be located downstream where there is a
potential for back pressure, or on any system that incorporates chemigation techniques. Easy
and Effective Actuator Project This article explains how to make a valve activator and also
provides a â€¦. This article discusses underground and above ground installations of a double
check valve assembly. We want to keep â€¦. Now â€¦. February 27, Double Check Valve
Assemblies: Installed either above ground or inline underground Do not use with chemigation
May be installed horizontally or vertically, but horizontally is preferred May be installed where
the potential for
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back-siphonage or backpressure is present. Reduced Pressure Zone Assemblies: Compatible
with both above ground or below ground installation, above ground preferred RPZs approve
Chemigation Horizontal installation required unless factory-configured for alternate installation
Protects against both beck-siphonage and back-pressure Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker
Anti-Siphon Atmospheric vacuum breakers AVB are the simplest and least expensive backflow
preventer for one or two-zone irrigation systems. Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker Assemblies:
Install at least six inches above the highest outlet In the zone Install vertically with the bonnet
on top, prevents back-siphonage only Requires one unit per zone installed downstream from
zone control valves Not usable where it will be under continuous pressure for more than 12
hours at a time Not usable with chemigation May not be installed where the potential for back
pressure is present. Related Articles. How Do Pressure Tanks Work? Broken Septic System.

